
MLKJ ICE Platinum edition combines 3 laser wavelengths into a single innovative
handpiece, simultaneously targeting different tissue depths as well as anatomical
structures within the hair follicle.

By combining the absorption and penetration levels of three different wavelengths, along with the
treatment coverage, comfort and low maintenance of the diode laser, achieves the safest and most
comprehensive hair removal treatment available today.

3 combined wavelengths covering the optimal treatment spectrum
Virtually painless
Proven safety record
All skin types, even tanned skin

ALEX 755nm Wavelength:

Ideal for a wide range of hair types and colors, especially light-colored and thin hair. Offers powerful
energy absorption by the melanin chromophore.

Targets the Bulge of the hair follicle with more superficial penetration. Especially effective for hair
in areas like eyebrows and upper lip.

SPEED 808nm Wavelength:

Classic wavelength in laser hair removal (810nm). Offers deep penetration of the hair follicle with
high average power.

Large 3.5cm spot size allows for fast treatment. Moderately absorbs melanin, making it safe for
darker skin types.

Targets the Bulge and Bulb of the hair follicle. Ideal for treating areas like arms, legs, cheeks, and
beard.

DIODE LASER YAG 1064 for Darker Skin:

Utilizes a diode laser based on an ND: YAG wavelength. Moderately absorbs energy by the melanin
chromophore, suitable for darker skin tones.

Optimal choice for patients with darker skin tones.

Quick and Efficient

The combination of these diode laser wavelengths provides a comprehensive and effective solution
for hair removal across various hair types and skin tones, ensuring optimum results and safety for all
patients.

With a larger laser head design, these advanced machines can cover more surface area, making the
hair removal process up to 40% faster than conventional systems.



This time-saving feature benefits both clients and practitioners, allowing for more efficient
scheduling and quicker sessions.

 

 

Cooling of 755 808 1064 diode laser hair removal machine

* turn on machine, immediately cooling , immediately hair removal

* good cooling longer handle lifespan
* real ice painless hair removal effect

TEC/Compressor is an advanced technology that continuously cools skin and facilitates range-
controlled temperature throughout the entire treatment. The TEC sheets on handle minimizes
epidermal risks while maintaining heat. Temperature remains controlled and constant which
contributes to the diode’s efficiency. Patients can now enjoy a completely pain-free, cool and
comfortable experience throughout the session.

 

12*20mm or 12*35mm spot size suitable for all parts hair removal

3—5 sessions get lifetime hair removal result , permanent hair removal

* Safe, Fast, Painless，permanent

* For all skin and hair style hair removal

* No downtime

* No side-effects





 

 

Can be paired with nose hair treatment head!
For hair removal of small parts, such as fingers, ears, nose hair, etc

 

 

*14-inch touch screen customizable
*With male and female , 6 skin styles to choose from
*Easy to operateproviding operation skills and teaching services
*Free logo and language can be customized on the screen

 

FDA, CE ,ISO13485, and we are always looking for new innovative inspiration to bring more reliable



products to our partners and customers.

Contact us now!

 

https://mlkjlasers.com/contact-us/

